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PART A : PRINCIPLES AND FUNCTIONS OF 
MANAGEMENT

NATURE  AND 
SIGNIFICANCE 
OF 
MANAGEMENT

Management - Concept, Objectives, and Importance, Management as a Science, Art 
and Profession, Levels of Management,
Management Functions - Planning, Organising, Staffing, Directing and 
Controlling, Coordination - Concept and Importance.

 In this chapter you will study    
 	Meaning, objectives, and importance of management.
 	Nature of management as a science, as an art and as a profession.
    Different levels of management and their roles or tasks
 	Various functions of management, i.e., POSDCo.
 	Meaning, characteristics and importance of coordination.

Topic-1
Introduction to Management
Concepts Covered   Concept of management.  
 Meaning of Effectiveness and Efficiency.
 Objectives of management.  Importance of management.

Revision Notes

  Management: Management is a process of planning, 
organising, staffing, directing and controlling the 
resources of an enterprise  efficiently and  effectively 
for achieving the organizational goals.

 Effectiveness vs Efficiency: Effectiveness in 
management is concerned with doing the right task, 
completing activities and achieving goals without 
considering the cost involved. In other words, it is 
concerned with the end result whereas efficiency 
means doing the task correctly and with minimum 
cost.

  Characteristics of Management: 
 (i) Goal-Oriented Process: Management 

integrates the efforts of different individuals 
to achieve organizational goals.

 (ii) Dynamic: Management has to adapt itself and 
its goals according to the changing needs of 
the business environment.

 (iii) Intangible: Management cannot be seen but its 
presence can be felt in the way an organization 
functions.

 (iv) Group Activity: Diverse members of 
management work towards fulfilling the 
common organizational goals.

 (v) All Pervasive: Managerial activities are 
performed in all types of organizations, 
across all departments and at all the levels of 
management.

 (vi) Multi-dimensional: It has three dimensions 
viz. management of work, people and 
operations.

 (vii) Continuous Process: The process of 
management consists of a series of continuous, 
composite, but separate functions (planning, 
organising, directing, staffing and controlling).
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  Objectives of Management
 (i) Social Objectives: To create economic value 

consistently for various constituents of a 
society.

 (ii) Organizational Objectives: Utilizing human 
and material resources to the maximum 
possible advantage,  which is to fulfill 
economic objectives of a business i.e., survival, 
profit and growth.

 (iii) Personal Objectives: Reconcile personal 
goals with organizational objectives so as to 
maintain harmony in the organization.

  Importance of Management
 (i) Helps in achieving group goals: Gives a 

common direction to diverse individual 
efforts.

 (ii) Increases efficiency: Reduces cost and 
increases productivity.

 (iii) Creates a dynamic organization: Helps people 
to adjust with the changing environment.

 (iv) Helps in achieving personal objectives: Helps 
individuals to achieve personal goals along 
with overall organizational goals. 

 (v) Helps in the development of the society: To 
provides good quality products, generates 
employment, etc.

 Key Words
Management of work: Management
translates work in terms of goals to 
be achieved and assigns the means to 
achieve it.
Management of people: The task 
of management is to make people work 
towards achieving the organisational 
goals, by making their strengths 
effective and their weaknesses 
irrelevant.
Management of operations: This 
requires a production process which 
entails the flow of input material and
the technology for transforming this 
input into the desired output for 
consumption. 

             

 Amazing Fact

Management is 10% work and 90% 
people.

 Mnemonics

Concept: Features of Management 
Interpretations:  Go Get IMPortant 
Data from Computer
G : Group Activity
G : Goal-Oriented
I : Intangible
M : Multidimensional
P : Pervasive
D : Dynamic
C : Continuous
Concept: Objectives of Management :
Please Open the Shop
P :  Personal
O  : Organisational
S  : Social
Concept: Importance of Management 
Do Eat Grapes and Drink Pure water
D : Dynamic organisation
E : Efficient organisation
G : Goal achievement
D : Development of society
P :  Personal objective achievement

          

OBJECTIVE  TYPE  QUESTIONS (1 mark each)

A Multiple Choice Questions

Q. 1.  ‘SORT- IT Ltd.’ is a leading software development 
company. The company is satisfying the diverse 
needs of its employees. Its employees are given 
competitive salaries and perks. They have been 
given chance for their personal growth and 
development. For harmony in the organization, 
management has to reconcile personal goals with 
organizational objectives. 

  Identify the objective of management being met 
by ‘SORT-IT Ltd.’

  (A) Social 
  (B) Personnel
  (C) Organizational 
  (D) Both social and personnel 

                              A    [CBSE Term I Exam  2022]
 Ans. Option (B) is correct
  Explanation: Organizations are made up of people 

who have different personalities, backgrounds, 
experiences and objectives. They all become part 

Scan to know 
more about

Importance of 
Management

Scan to know 
more about

Objectives of 
Management
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 These questions are for practice and their solutions are available at the end of the chapter

of the organization to satisfy their diverse needs. 
Management has to reconcile personal goals with 
organizational objectives to establish harmony in 
the organization. 

Q. 2.   At times, a business may concentrate on producing 
goods with fewer resources but cannot achieve the 
targeted production. In such a case, the business is 
said to be:

  (A) Effective but not efficient
  (B) Efficient but not effective
  (C) Both effective and efficient
  (D) Neither effective nor efficient             
                                       U  [CBSE TERM I Exam 2022]
Ans. Option (B) is correct.
Q. 3.  Identify the dimension of the characteristic of 

management- “it is multidimensional”, which 
specifies that the task of management is to make 
the strengths of human resources effective and 
their weaknesses irrelevant towards achieving the 
organization's objectives. 

  (A)  Management of work 
  (B) Management of people 
  (C) Management of operations 
  (D) Management of goals   
   U   [CBSE SQP TERM I 2022-23]
Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Human resources or people are 

the organization’s greatest asset. Despite all 
developments in technology “getting work 
done through people” is still a major task for the 
manager. The task of management is to make 
people work towards achieving the organizational 
goals, by making their strengths effective and their 
weaknesses irrelevant. 

 Q. 4. The Topper group is looking to make a foray into 
manufacturing of semiconductors and it has set up 
a business to seize the business opportunity and 
add to its prospects in the long run. The company 
has already pivoted into a number of new projects 
like electronics, 5G network equipment, as well 
as semiconductors. Which economic objective of 
management does the business seek to fulfill?

  (A) Survival  (B) Growth 
  (C) Profit  (D) Efficiency 
                                 A    [CBSE SQP TERM I 2022-23]
 Ans.  Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: A business needs to add to its 

prospects in the long run. For this it is important 
for the business to grow. To remain in the industry, 
management must exploit fully the growth potential 
of the organization. Growth of a business can be 
measured in terms of sales volume, increase in the 
number of employees, the number of products or 
the increase in capital investment, etc. 

 Q.5.  Ravi joined a marketing firm as a sales manager. 
On his first day in the company, during the 
orientation programme, the CEO of the company 
told Ravi that he will have to simultaneously 
perform the functions of management (planning, 

organising, staffing, directing, controlling) all the 
time. Which characteristic of management was the 
CEO referring to? 

  (A) Management is a continuous process.
  (B) Management is all pervasive.
  (C) Management is multidimensional.
  (D) Management is goal oriented.     
                                 A   [CBSE SQP TERM I 2022-23]
Ans.  Option (A) is correct.  
  Explanation: The process of management 

consist of a series of continuous, composite, but 
separate functions (planning, organising, staffing, 
directing, and controlling). These functions are 
simultaneously performed by all managers all the 
time. The task of a manager consists of an ongoing 
series of functions. 

           
Characteristics of Management

Concept Applied 

 Q. 6. Name the process of working with and through 
others to effectively achieve organizational 
objectives by efficiently using limited resources in 
a changing environment. 

  (A) Management 
  (B) Planning
  (C) Organising 

  (D) Controlling  U [CBSE SQP 2021] 
 Q. 7. Management follows a series of continuous inter-

related functions so it is called a/an: 
  (A) Series (B) Process

  (C) Experiment (D) None of these  R
 Q. 8. ................... is used extensively for all types of 

activities and mainly for taking charge of different 
activities in any enterprise. 

  (A) Planning (B) Management
  (C) Coordination (D) Staffing U
 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: The activities involved in managing an 

enterprise are common to all organizations whether 
economic, social or political.

           
Meaning of Management

Concept Applied 

B Assertion & Reason

  Directions: In the following questions, a statement 
of Assertion (A) is followed by a statement of 
Reason (R). Mark the correct choice as: 

 (A) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true 
and Reason (R) is the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

 (B) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true but 
Reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A). 

 (C) Assertion (A) is true but Reason (R) is false. 
 (D) Assertion (A) is false but Reason (R) is true.
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 These questions are for practice and their solutions are available at the end of the chapter

 Q. 1. Assertion (A): Management is a dynamic  
function and has to adapt itself to the changing 
environment.

  Reason (R): The effect of management is noticeable 
in an organization where targets are met according 
to plans. U

 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: An organization interacts with its 

external environment which consists of various 
social, economic and political factors. In order to be 
successful, an organization must change itself and 
its goals according to the needs of the environment.

 Q. 2. Assertion (A): Management is a goal-oriented 
process.

  Reason (R): An organization has a set of basic goals 
which are the basic reasons for its existence. R

Ans.  Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Different organizations have different 

goals. Management unites the efforts of different 
individuals in the organization towards achieving 
these goals.

. Q. 3. Assertion (A): Management is responsible for setting 
and achieving objectives for the organization. 

  Reason (R): The basic objective of any business is 
survival. U

 Ans. Option (A) is correct.

  Explanation: Management has to achieve a 
variety of objectives in all areas considering the 
interest of all stakeholders. The main objective 
of any organization should be to utilise human 
and material resources to the maximum possible 
advantage, i.e., to fulfill the economic objectives of 
a business. These are survival, profit and growth. 

 Q. 4. Assertion (A): Management increases efficiency.
  Reason (R): An organization has a single objective 

to serve the purpose of different groups that 

constitute it.  U

           
Objectives of Management

Concept Applied 

 Q. 5. Assertion (A): Management helps in achieving 
personal objectives.

  Reason (R): Through motivation and leadership 
the management helps individuals to develop 
team spirit, cooperation and commitment to group 
success. R

 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: A manager motivates and leads his 

team in such a manner that individual members are 
able to achieve personal goals while contributing to 
the overall organizational objective. 

SUBJECTIVE  TYPE  QUESTIONS 

Short Answer Type
Questions-I                 (2 & 3 marks)

 Q. 1. Management is a complex activity that has three 
main dimensions. Explain these dimensions. 

  U  [Delhi Set I 2019]
 Q. 2. Explain any three reasons, which clarify that 

management is gaining importance day by day.
  U  [Delhi Set II 2019]                      

 Ans. Importance of Management:                 
 (i) Helps in achieving group goals
 (ii) Increases efficiency
 (iii) Creates a dynamic organization
 (iv) Helps in achieving personal objectives
 (v) Helps in the development of society (Any three)
  (If an examinee has not given the headings as

  above but has given the correct explanation, full 
credit should be given)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2019]
1 × 3 = 3

  Detailed Answer :
  Refer to Q. 3 of Short Answer Type Questions-II of 

this Topic.
 Q. 3. Mita has a successful ice cream business at 

Bikaner, namely ‘Smart Flavours’. Her ice creams 

are utterly delicious. She makes ice creams from 
fresh milk and the same are available in a wide 
range of flavours and packs. She sets viable 
business objectives and works with the same in 
mind in order to ensure that the customers will 
come back for purchasing. Having the first mover 
advantage, her business was doing well. To earn 
higher profits, she started cutting down costs. This 
would sometimes lead to delay in delivery and 
the ice cream was not reaching the market in time. 
Over a period of time,the demand for her ice cream 
declined and because of it the competitors entered 
the market. She lost some of her market share to 
competitors. At the beginning of summer season, 
she got back to back orders for supply of 4,000 
ice cream packs of different flavours for special 
occasions. To ensure that the task was completed 
and orders delivered in time she hired additional 
workers. She was, thus able to produce and deliver 
the ice cream packs but at a high production cost. 
While completing activities and finishing the 
given task for achieving goals, Mita realised that 
she was ignoring one of the important aspects of 
management.

  Identify the aspects of management that has been 
ignored by Mita. Also explain the same with the 
help of an example. A  [Delhi Set I,II,III 2019]
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 Ans. Efficiency : Efficiency means doing the task 
correctly and with minimum cost.

  Example : Say, a company’s target production 
is 5,000 units in a year. The manager wants to 
achieve the production target by cutting down 
costs. He was able to cut down costs but could 
not achieve the target production. In this case, the 
manager was efficient but not effective.

 (or any other correct example)

OR
  Effectiveness means doing the right task, 

completing activities and achieving goals.
  Example : Say, a company’s target production is 

5,000 units in a year. To achieve this target the 
manager has to operate on double shifts due to 
power failure most of the time. The manager 
is able to produce 5,000 units but at a higher 
production cost. In this case, the manager was 
effective but not so efficient.

 (or any other correct example)

 [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2019] 3
 Q. 4. Briefly describe the organizational objectives of 

Management. U  [Outside Delhi Comptt. Set III, 2016]

 Ans. Following are the organizational/economic objec-
tives of Management :

 (i) Survival
 (ii) Profit
 (iii) Growth [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 ×3 = 3

Commonly Made Error 

  Students get confused and explain the 
objectives of management viz. organizational, 
personal and social instead of the specific 
organizational objectives of management

Answering Tip

  Students should have conceptual clarity 
regarding the organizational, social and 
personal objectives and should give the specific 
answer to what is being asked.

          Detailed Answer : 
  Following are the economic objectives/

organizational objectives of Management :
 (i) Survival : Management must strive to ensure 

the survival of the organization by earning 
adequate revenues to cover its costs, produce 
or sell standardised goods or services, keeping 
the motivation level of the employees high.

 (ii) Profit : Management should make every effort 
to minimise the cost and maximise profits and 
production. Profit provides a vital incentive 
for the continuous successful operations of the 
enterprise.

 (iii) Growth : To grow in the industry, the 
management of an organization must optimally 
utilise all its scarce resources.

           
Objectives of Management

Concept Applied 

Short Answer Type
Questions-II  (4 marks each)

 Q. 1. What is meant by ‘Management’ ? State any three 
objectives of Management.

 R  [Outside Delhi Set I, II, III 2015]

 Ans. Management is a process of getting things done 
through and with the people in an effective and 
efficient manner.

     Objectives :
  (i) Organizational Objectives : An organization  

has to achieve its different objectives like— 
(a) Survival; (b) Profit; (c) Growth.

 (ii) Social Objectives : An organization has social 
objectives towards different groups of society 
like providing quality products at fair prices, 
generating employment opportunities, etc.

  (iii) Personal Objectives : An organization strives 
to fulfill personal objectives of its employees 
and also to reconcile their objectives with the 
organizational objectives, e.g., competitive 
salaries, personal growth, etc.      1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4

  [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]
 Q. 2. ‘Management is the process of working with 

and through others to effectively achieve 
organizational objectives by efficiently using 
limited resources in the changing environment.’ 
in the light of this statement, explain any four 
features of Management. U

 Ans. Refer to Q. No. 1 of Long Answer Type Questions-I 
of this Topic. 4

 Q. 3. ‘Success of every organization depends upon its 
management.’ Justify.                                         U

 Ans. Success of every organization depends upon its 
management because : 

 (i) Management helps in achieving group 
goals : Management is required not for itself 
but for achieving the  goals of an organization. 
The task of a manager is to give a common 
direction to the individual effort in achieving 
the overall goal of an organization. 

   (ii) Management increases efficiency : The aim 
of a manager is to reduce costs and increase 
productivity through  better planning, 
organising, staffing, directing and controlling 
the activities of an organization. 

   (iii) Management creates a dynamic organization:  
All organizations have to function in an 
environment which is constantly changing. It is 
generally seen that individuals in an organization 
resist change. Management helps people adapt 
to these changes so that the organization is able 
to maintain its competitive  edge. 
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   (iv) Management helps in achieving personal 

objectives : A manager motivates and leads 
his team in such a manner that individual 
members are able to achieve personal goals 
while contributing to the overall organizational 
objective. Through motivation and leadership, 
management helps individuals to develop 
team spirit, co-operation and commitment to 
the group success.

   (v) Management helps in the development of  
society : An organization has multiple 
objectives to serve the purpose of different 
groups that constitute it. In the process of 
fulfilling all these, management helps in the 
development of the organization and  society. 
It helps to provide good quality products and 
services, creates employment opportunities, 
adopts new technology and leads the path 
towards growth and development.

 (Any four) 1×4=4

           
Importance of Management

Concept Applied 

Long Answer Type
Questions-I  (5 marks each)

 Q. 1. Both Apple Inc. and Samsung Ltd. require 
management, although difference lies in the 
way they are managed. Identify the feature of 
management stated above.  Explain briefly other 
four features of 'Management'.  A

 Ans. Management is all pervasive: Management is a 
universal management. The activities involved 
in managing an enterprise are common to all the 
organizations whether economic, social or political.         
 1

  Other Features of Management:
 (i) Management is a goal-oriented process:               

An organization has a set of basic goals 
which are the reason for its existence. These 
should be simple and clearly stated. Different 
organizations have different goals. For 
example, the goal of a retail store may be to 
increase sales, but the goal of the Spastics 
Society of India is to impart education to 
children with special needs. Management 
unites the efforts of different individuals in the 
organization towards achieving these goals.

 (ii) Management is multidimensional:  Management 
is a complex activity that has three main 
dimensions. These are:

 (a) Management of work: All organizations 
exist for the performance of some work. 
Management translates this work in terms of 
goals to be achieved and assigns the means to 
achieve it. This is done in terms of problems 
to be solved, decisions to be made, plans 
to be established, budgets to be prepared, 
responsibilities to be assigned and authority to 
be delegated.

 (b) Management of people: Human resources of 
people are the organization's greatest asset. 
Managing people has two dimensions viz. 
dealing with employees as individuals with 
diverse needs and behaviour and dealing with 
individuals as a group of people. The task of 
management is to make people work towards 
achieving the organization's goals, by making 
their strength effective and their weaknesses 
irrelevant.

 (c)  Management of operations: No matter which 
type of organization it is, it has some basic 
products or services to provide in order to 
survive. This requires a production process 
which entails the flow of input material and 
the technology for transforming this input into 
the desired output for consumption. This is 
interlinked with both the management of work 
and the management of people.

 (iii) Management is a continuous process: 
The process of management is a series of 
continuous, composite but separate functions. 
These functions are simultaneously performed 
by all managers all the time. The task of a 
manager consists of an ongoing series of 
functions.

 (iv) Management is a group activity: An 
organization is a collection of diverse 
individuals with different needs. Every 
member of the group has a different purpose 
for joining the organization but as members of 
the organization, they work towards fulfilling 
the common organizational goal. This requires 
team work and coordination of individual 
efforts in a common direction. At the same time, 
management should enable all its members to 
grow and develop as needs and opportunities 
change.

 (v) Management is a dynamic function: Manage- 
ment is a dynamic function and has to 
adapt itself to the changing environment. 
An organization interacts with its external 
environment which consists of various social, 
economic, political and legal factors. In order 
to be successful, an organization must change 
itself and its goals according to the needs of the 
environment.  Any  four(1 × 4=4)

 Q. 2. XYZ Power Ltd. set up a factory for manufacturing 
solar lanterns in a remote village as there was no 
reliable supply of electricity in rural areas. The 
revenue earned by the company was sufficient to 
cover the costs and the risks. As the demand of 
lanterns was increasing day- by-day, the company 
decided to increase production to generate higher 
sales. For this they decided to employ people from 
a nearby village as very few job opportunities were 
available in that area. The company also decided 
to open schools and creches for the children of its 
employees. Identify and explain the objectives of 
management discussed above.  A

Ans.  The objectives of management discussed above 
are:
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 (i) Organizational objectives: Management is 

responsible for setting and achieving objectives 
for the organization. It has to achieve a variety 
of objectives in all areas considering the interest 
of all stakeholders including, shareholders, 
employees, customers and the government. 
The main objective of any organization should 
be to utilise human and material resources to 
the maximum possible advantage, i.e., to fulfill 
the economic objectives of a business. These 
are survival, profit and growth.

 (ii) Social Objectives: It involves the creation of 
benefit for society. As a part of society, every 
organization whether it is business or non-
business, has a social obligation to fulfill. 
This refers to consistently creating economic 
value for various constituents of society. 
This includes using environment friendly 
methods of production, giving employment 
opportunities to the underprivileged sections 
of society and providing basic amenities like 
schools and healthcare, etc., for community.  
  2½ + 2 ½ = 5

           
Objectives of Management

Concept Applied 

Long Answer Type
Questions-II  (6 marks each)

 Q. 1. ‘Every organization has a set of economic and 
social goals and management unites the efforts of 
different individuals in the organization towards 
achieving these goals.’ 

  (i) Identify the feature of management stated in 
the above lines.

  (ii) Explain any other five features of management.
  U

Ans. (i) Goal-oriented Process
 (ii) Refer to Q.1 of Long Answer Type Questions -I 

of this Topic. 1+5=6
 Q. 2. McDonald’s, the fast food giant, made major 

changes in its menu to be able to survive in 
the Indian market. Which characteristic of 
management is highlighted here? Explain any 
other five characteristics of management.  U

 Ans. Characteristic stated in the above lines : Manage-
ment is a dynamic function.

  Other Characteristics of Management :  Refer to 
Q.1 of Long Answer Type Questions-I of this Topic.
 1+5=6

Topic-2
Nature of Management
Concepts Covered     Management as a Science  Management as an Art,  Manage-
ment as a Profession.

Revision Notes
  Management as an Art : Art is the skillful and 

personal application of existing knowledge to achieve 
desired results. It can be acquired through study, 
observation and experience.  Since art is concerned 
with personal application of knowledge, some kind 
of ingenuity and creativity is required to practice the 
basic principles learnt.

         Features of Art:
 (i)  Personalized application
 (ii)  Based on practice and creativity
 (iii) Existence of theoretical knowledge
  Management is an art as it satisfies all the features 

for being an art.
  Management as a Science : :Science is a systematized 

body of knowledge that explains 
certain general truths or the 
operation of general laws.

  Features of Science:
 (i) Systematized body of 

knowledge
 (ii) Principles based on 

experiments
 (iii) Universal validity
  Management is an inexact science as its principles 

have to be modified according to a given situation.
  It is a social science as it deals with human beings.
  Management as a Profession
  Features of Profession:  Profession is an occupation 

which is regulated by a legally recognized body and  

requires specific and formal qualification. Entry is 
limited in case of profession.

 (i) Well-defined body of knowledge
 (ii) Professional association
 (iii) Restricted entry
 (iv) Ethical code of conduct
 (v) Service motive
  Management is on the path of becoming a profession 

but not a full-fledged profession.
  Management is a well-defined body of knowledge 

but all other features are desirable, but not 
compulsory for a manager.

 

 Mnemonics
Concept: Management as an Art
Mnemonics: Please Pay on Time
Interpretations: 
P : Personalised Application
P : Practice and Creativity
T : Theoretical Knowledge 
Concept: Management as a Science
Mnemonics: Save Us from Enemy
Interpretations: 
S : Systematised knowledge
U : Universal validity
E : Experiment based

Scan to know 
more about

Nature of 
Management
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 These questions are for practice and their solutions are available at the end of the chapter

Objective  type  QuestiOns 

A Multiple Choice Questions

 Q. 1. “What distinguishes a successful manager from 
a less successful one is the ability to put the 
principles into practice.” Which aspect of the 
nature of management is highlighted in the above 
statement?

  (A) Management as a science
  (B) Management as an art
  (C) Management as a profession
  (D) Management is an intangible force.  
                                    A   [CBSE SQP Term I 2022-23]
Ans.  Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation:  Art involves the creative practice 

of existing theoretical knowledge. A successful 
manager practices the art of management in the 
day-to-day job of managing an enterprise based on 
study, observation and experience.  

 Q. 2. Which of the following statements is true for 
management as a science?

  (A) Existence of theoretical knowledge
  (B) Based on practice and creativity
  (C) Principles based on experimentation
  (D) Professional association    R
 Ans. Option (C) is correct.
  Explanation: Scientific principles are first developed 

through observation and then tested through 
repeated experimentation under controlled 
conditions.

           
Nature of Management

Concept Applied 

 Q. 3. Management is ................. .
  (A) A Science
  (B) An Art
  (C) Both a science and an art
  (D) None of these   R
 Q. 4.  Art can be acquired through which of the 

following:  
  (A) Study (B) Observation
  (C) Experience (D) All of these R
 Ans. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: In every art there is systematic and 

organized study material available to acquire 
theoretical knowledge of the art. Every artist must 
have personal skill and creativity to apply that 
knowledge.

 Q. 5. “Anyone can be called a manager irrespective of the 
educational qualification possessed.” Identify the 
characteristic of the profession that Management 
does not fulfill in the statement being discussed 
above:

  (A) Ethical code of conduct 
  (B) Professional association 

  (C) Restricted entry 
  (D) Service motive U  [CBSE SQP 2021] 
 Ans. Option (C) is correct.
  Explanation: The entry to a profession is restricted 

through an examination or through acquiring 
an educational degree. Whereas there is no 
legal restriction on appointment of a manager, 
anyone can become a manager irrespective of the 
educational qualification.

 Q. 6. Identify the nature of management when it is 
practised as personal application of existing 
knowledge to achieve desired results.

  (A) Management as a Science 
  (B) Management as an Art
  (C) Management as a Profession

  (D) All of the above   U
 Q. 7. Which of the following feature of a profession is 

fully satisfied by management?
  (A) Service motive
  (B) Well defined body of knowledge
  (C) Restricted entry
  (D) Ethical code of conduct   

                                       U [CBSE TERM I Exam 2022]
 Ans. Option (b) is correct. 
  Explanation : All professions are based on a well-

defined body of knowledge that can be acquired 
through instructions. All over the world there is 
marked growth in management as a discipline. 
It is based on a systematic body of knowledge 
comprising well-defined business situations. This 
knowledge can be acquired at different colleges 
and professional institutes and through a number 
of books and journals. Thus, Management has a 
systematised body of knowledge. 

B Assertion & Reason
  Directions : In the following questions, a statement 

of Assertion (A) is followed by a statement of 
Reason (R). Mark the correct choice as:
(A)  Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true, 

and Reason (R) is the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

(B)  Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true, 
but Reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

(C) Assertion (A) is true, but Reason (R) is false.
(D) Assertion (A) is false, but Reason (R) is true.

 Q. 1. Assertion (A): Management is a systematic body of 
knowledge.

  Reason (R): Management has its own theory and 
principles that have developed over a period of 
time.  R

 Q. 2. Assertion (A): All professions are bound by a 
code of conduct which guides the behaviour of its 
members.
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  Reason (R): There are several associations of 
practicing managers in India, that have laid down 
a code of conduct to follow. U

 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Every profession has a certain code 

of conduct to follow. There are several associations 
of practicing managers in India, like the AIMA 
(All India Management Association) that have laid 
down a code of conduct to regulate the activities of 
their members.

 Q. 3. Assertion (A): Profession involves skillful and 
personal application of existing knowledge to 
achieve desired results.

  Reason (R): Experts in their respective areas have 
derived certain basic principles which are applicable 
to a particular form of art. U

 Ans. Option (D) is correct.

  Explanation: Art involves skillful and personal 
application of existing knowledge to achieve 
desired results. Art presupposes the existence of 
certain theoretical knowledge.

 Q. 4. Assertion (A): Scientific principles have universal 
application and validity. 

  Reason (R): Management principles are not exact 
like scientific principles so their application and use 
is not universal. R

 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Scientific principles are based on truth 

and they can be applied at every time and in every 
situation. Thus, its universal application is possible. 
In the field of management too, managerial 
knowledge and principles of management are 
considered to be based on truth and they, too, can 
be applied anywhere and in every situation. 

SUBJECTIVE  TYPE  QUESTIONS 

Short Answer Type
Questions-I  (2 & 3 marks each)

 Q. 1. Identify and explain the nature of management 
when it is said to be a systematised body of 
knowledge that explains certain general truths.  U

Ans.   Management as a science: Science is a systematised 
body of knowledge that explains certain general 
truths or the operation of general laws.  Its principles 
are based on a cause and effect relationship.          2

 Q. 2. Science is a systematized body of knowledge that 
explains certain general truths or the operation 
of general laws.’ In the light of this statement, 
describe management as a science.  

 U  [Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2019]
OR

  ‘Science is a systematised body of knowledge that 
explains certain general truths or the operation 
of general laws’. Based on the statement, identify 
and state the characteristics of management that 
establish it as a science.

U  [Outside Delhi Comptt. Set-I, 2016]
Ans.   Refer to Q. 2 (b) of Long Answer Type Questions-I 

of this topic.
 Q. 3. “Art is concerned with personal application of 

knowledge.” In the light of this statement compare 
all the features of management with art and prove 
that it is an art.       U  [Delhi Set III 2019] 

OR
  ‘Art is the skillful and personalized application of 

existing knowledge to achieve desired results and 
some kind of ingenuity and creativity is required 
to practice its basic principles learnt.’ Pick up 
points from the statements and explain the same 
to prove that management is an art.

U  [Outside Delhi Comptt. Set-II, 2016]

 Ans. “Art is concerned with personal application of 
knowledge”. Management is an art because of 
the following reasons :

 (i) Existence of theoretical knowledge : As in art, 
in management too, there is a lot of literature 
available in various areas of management which 
the manager has to specialise in.

 (ii) Personalised application : Like in any art, in 
management too, a manager applies his acquired 
knowledge in a personalised and unique manner. 
This gives rise to different styles of management.

 (iii) Based on practice and creativity : Management 
satisfies this criteria as a manager gains 
experience through regular practice and becomes 
more effective.

  Like any other art, a manager after studying 
various situations, formulates his own theories

  for use in a given situation. This gives rise to 
different styles of management.

  As all the criterias of art are satisfied by 
management, it qualifies as an art. 

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2019]  1×3=3
Q. 4.  Explain why management is considered to be both 

an Art and a Science.  U

Short Answer Type
Questions-II  (4 marks each)

 Q. 1. Define Management. Explain the features that 
establish it as a Social Science.

   U  [Outside Delhi Set II 2016]

 Ans. Management is the process of getting things 
done with the aim of achieving goals effectively 
and efficiently.

  The features that establish management as a 
social science are :
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 (i) Principles based on observation and 
experimentation : Like science, management 
principles are derived through observations and 
repeated experimentations.

  However, since management deals with human 
beings, the outcome of these experiments are not 
capable of being accurately predicted.

 (ii) Universal validity : Principles of management 
like principles of pure science, provide managers 
with certain standardised techniques that can be 
used in different situations.

  Since they have to be modified according to a 
given situation, their application and use is not 
universal.

  So, this feature of science is not fully present in 
management.

  Therefore, management is considered as a social 
science.  1 + 1½ + 1½ = 4 

    [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

 Q. 2. Explain the features of management that  do not 
establish it as a profession.

U  [Outside Delhi Set II 2016]

 Ans. The features of management that do not establish 
it as a profession are :

 (i) Restricted entry : The entry to a profession is 
restricted through a prescribed qualification.

  But there is no restriction on anyone being 
appointed as a manager in any business 
enterprise.

 (ii) Professional association : All professions 
are affiliated to a professional association 
which regulates entry and grants certificate 
of practice.

  There is no compulsion for managers to be 
members of such associations.

 (iii) Ethical code of conduct : All professions are 
bound by a code of conduct which guides 
the behaviour of its members.

  AIMA has devised a code of conduct for 
Indian managers but there is no statutory 
backing for this code.

 (iv) Service motive : The motive of a profession 
is to serve their client’s interests by rendering 
dedicated and committed service.

  The basic purpose of management is to 
help the organization to achieve its stated 
goal which may be profit maximisation. 
However, profit maximisation as the 
objective of management does not hold 
true and is fast changing. So, presently this 
feature of profession is not fully present in 
management. 
(Note : In case an examinee has combined 
‘professional association’ and ‘ethical code of 
conduct’, full credit to be given)       1 × 4 = 4

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 

Long Answer Type
Questions-I  (5 marks each)

 Q. 1. Explain Management as a Profession.  

                                 U   [Outside Delhi Set-III 2019]                                   
 Q. 2. ‘Management is regarded as an art by some, as 

science or as inexact science by others. The truth 
seems to be somewhere in between.’

  In the light of this statement, explain the true 
nature of management.                A

Ans.  Management is an art as well as a science or an 
inexact science.

 (a) Management as an Art:  Management may be 
regarded as an art because of the following reasons:

 (i) Existence of theoretical knowledge: A 
successful manager practices the art of 
management in the day-to-day job of managing 
an enterprise based on study, observation and 
experience.

 (ii) Personalized application: The use of basic 
knowledge varies from individual to indi- 
vidual; therefore, it is a personalised concept, 
e.g. two dancers, two speakers will always 
differ in demonstrating their art.

 (iii) Based on practice and creativity: A good 
manager works through a combination of 
practice, creativity, imagination, initiative 
and innovation. He uses tact and creativity to 
develop his own style. Thus, management is an 
art because it satisfies all the characteristics of 
an art. 2 ½

 (b) Management as a Science: Management may be 
regarded as a science because it fulfils the following 
characteristics of science:

 (i) Systematised body of knowledge: As science, 
management has a systematised body of 
knowledge. It has its own theories and 
principles that have been developed over a 
period of time. It also draws some principles 
from other disciplines such as economics, 
sociology, psychology and mathematics.

 (ii) Principles based on scientific observation 
and experiments: Like science, management 
principles are based on scientific enquiry and 
observations.

 (iii) Universal validity and application: Like 
science, principles of management are 
universally applicable. Thus, we can say that 
management is also a science.

  However, the principles of management are not 
as exact as the principles of Physics or Chemistry. 
Management principles are flexible and can 
be modified to suit different situations. Thus, 
management can be called as an inexact science also. 

  In the light of both the above statement, the 
true nature of management can be defined 
as, management is both an art and a science. 
Principles of management constitute the science 
of management and the practice of management 
principles is the art of management.                    2 ½
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Long Answer Type
Questions-II  (6 marks each)

Q. 1. James joins an IT firm as a system analyst after 
completing his masters in Computer Science. As 
the nature of his work demands he has to work in 
very close coordination with all the departmental 
heads in the firm. Very soon James realizes that 
each departmental head has own individual style 
of working. They differ greatly in their day-to-
day approach to work. They tend to deal with a 
given situation, an issue or a problem through a 
combination of their own experience, creativity, 
imagination, initiative and innovation. Identify 
and explain the nature of management highlighted 
in the above case.     A

 Q. 2. Kamal, Khan and David are partners in a firm 
engaged in the distribution of dairy products 
in Madhya Pradesh. Kamal is a holder of Senior 
Secondary School Certificate from Central Board 
of Secondary Education with Business Studies as 
one of his elective subjects. Khan had done his 
post-graduation in Hindi Literature and David 
in Dairy Farming. One day there was a serious 
discussion between Khan and David regarding the 
nature of ‘Management as a Science’. Khan argued 
that Management was not a science whereas 
David was of the opinion that Management was 
a science. Kamal intervened and corrected both 
Khan and David about the nature of Management 
as a Science with the help of his knowledge of 
Business Studies. Explain, how Kamal would have 
been able to satisfy both Khan and David. 

    C  [Outside Delhi Comptt. Set I, II, III 2015]

 Ans. Kamal would have been able to satisfy both Khan 
and David by explaining the following features 
of Management as a Science :

 (i) Systematised body of knowledge : Like science, 
management is a systematic  body of knowledge 
with its own theories and principles that have 
been developed over a period of time. So, this 
feature of science is present in the management.

 (ii) Principles based on observation and 
experimentation : Like science, management 
principles are derived through observation and 
repeated experimentation. So, this feature of 
science is present in management.

  However, since management deals with human 
beings, the outcome of these experiments cannot 
be accurately predicted.

 (iii) Universal validity : Principles of Management 
like principles of pure science, provide managers 
with certain standardised techniques that can 
be used in different situations. Since they have 
to be modified according to a given situation, 
their application and use is not universal. So, 
this feature of science is not fully present in 
management.

  Through the above discussion Kamal would 
have been able to satisfy both Khan and David 
by making them understand that management 
is a science but not an exact science.      2 × 3 = 6

  [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

 

Topic-3
Levels and Functions of Management
Concepts Covered     Different levels of Management and their roles   Management 
functions-POSDCo..

Revision Notes
  Levels of management means different categories of 

managers, the lowest to the highest on the basis of 
their responsibilities, authority and status. 

  Levels of Management
 (i) Top-Level Management: Consists of Board 

of Directors, Chairman, Managing Directors, 

Chief Executives, etc. These top level managers 
are responsible for the welfare and survival 
of  the organization. They analyse the business 
environment and its implications for the survival 
of the firm. They formulate overall organizational 
goals and strategies for their achievement.

Scan to know 
more about

Levels of 
Management
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 (ii) Middle-Level Management: Consists of  

Departmental Heads, e.g., Finance Manager, 
Production Manager, etc. Middle Management is 
the link between top and lower level managers. 
They are subordinate to top managers and 
superior to the first line managers.

 (iii) Lower/Supervisory/Operational-Level Manage-
ment: Consists of Foremen, Supervisors, 
Superintendents, etc. Lower level managers 
directly oversee the efforts of the more force, 
their authority and responsibility is limited 
according to the plans management.

  Functions of Management
 (i) Planning: Planning is the function of deciding in 

advance what to do, when do to, how to do and 
who should do it.

 (ii) Organising: Organising is the management 
function of assigning duties, grouping tasks, 
establishing authority and allocating resources 
required to carry out a specific plan.

 (iii) Staffing: This function is concerned with finding 
the right person for the right job.

 (iv) Directing: Directing is the process of supervising, 
motivating, leading and communicating with 
the   subordinates to achieve the organizational 
objectives.

 (v) Controlling: The task of controlling involves 
establishing standards of performance, 
measuring current performance, comparing it 
with established standards and taking corrective 
actions. If there is any significant deviation 
between actual and planned performance then, 
it is found.

 Key Words
Board of Directors: The governing body elected by 
a group of individuals that represent shareholders. 

Foreman: A trained worker who is person-in-
charge of a group of workers. 

Hierarchy: A system ranking the members 
according to relative status or authority. 

 Mnemonics

(i) Concept: Levels of Management :
 Interpretations:  Mummy Loves Tea
 M : Middle level
 L : Lower level
 T : Top level
(ii) Concept:  Functions of Management :
 Interpretations:  Do Save Plants or                 
 Creatures
 D : Directing
 S : Staffing
 P : Planning
 O : Organising
 C : Controlling

 Fundamental Fact
 Planning is about preparing for the future, not 
predicting it. 

OBJECTIVE  TYPE  QUESTIONS 

A Multiple Choice Questions

 Q. 1. Which level of management is responsible for 
coordinating the activities of different departments 
according to overall objectives of the organization?

  (A) Top level
  (B) Middle level
  (C) Supervisory level
  (D) Both middle and supervisory level.

U  [CBSE Term I Exam 2022] 
 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Top Level Management's ba sic task 

is to integrate diverse elements and coordinate 
the activities of different depart ments according 
to the overall objectives of the organization. These 
top level managers are responsible for the welfare 
and survival of the organization. They analyse 
the busi ness environment and its implications for 
the survival of the firm. They formulate overall 
organizational goals and strategies for their 
achievement.

 Q. 2. Which level of management is responsible for the 
welfare and survival of the organization?

  (A) Top level of management
  (B) Middle level of management
  (C) Supervisory level
  (D) Both (B) and (C)

U  [CBSE SQP TERM I 2022-23] 
 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Refer to explanation of MCQ No.1 of 

this topic
  The major task of top management is to integrate 

diverse elements and coordinate the activities of 
different departments according to the overall 
objectives of the organization. These top level 
managers are responsible for the welfare and 
survival of the organization. They analyse the 
business environment and its implications for the 
survival of the firm.

 Q. 3. Silico Ltd. has appointed the former Consulting 
Executive of Shri Shakti Ltd. Rajan Bahl as its Vice 
President. What will be his basic task?

  (A) To integrate diverse elements and coordinate 
activities of different departments.

  (B) To carry out plans formulated by top managers.
  (C) To oversee the efforts of the workforce.
  (D) Help to maintain quality of output.

A  [CBSE SQP TERM I 2022] 
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 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Top Management consists of the 

senior-most executives of the organization by 
whatever name they are called. They are usually 
referred to as the chairman, the chief executive 
officer, chief operating officer, president and vice-
president. Top management is a team consisting of 
managers from different functional levels, heading 
finance, marketing etc. For example chief finance 
officer, vice president (marketing). Their basic task 
is to integrate diverse elements and coordinate the 
activities of different departments according to the 
overall objectives of the organization.

 Q. 4. The festive season was about to come. Mrs. Rubi, 
Head of Production department, called for a 
meeting of all the subordinates and communicated 
the objectives. Now she is establishing authority- 
responsibility relationship between superior and 
subordinates to avoid any delay.

  ............. function of management is stated in the 
above case.   A

  (A) Organising (B) Controlling
  (C) Directing (D) Planning

 U [CBSE SQP 2021-22] 
 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Organising is the management 

function of assigning duties, grouping tasks, 
establishing authority and allocating resources 
required to carry out a specific plan.

  Q. 5.  ............ comes under the top management.       R 
  (A) Chief Executive Officer
  (B) Operations Manager
  (C) Foremen
  (D) Supervisors
 Q. 6. ............ is the process by which the manager brings 

order out of chaos, removes conflict among people 
over allotted work or responsibility-sharing and 
creates an environment suitable for teamwork.

  (A) Planning (B) Organising
  (C) Staffing (D) Controlling

 U [CBSE SQP 2021] 
 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Proper organizational techniques help 

in the accomplishment of work and promote both 
the efficiency of operations and the effectiveness of 
results.

 Q. 7. Name the function of management which helps in 
the formulation of future plans, in the light of the 
problems that were identified and thus, helps in 
better planning in the future period. 

  (A) Planning (B) Organising 
  (C) Directing  (D) Controlling

   U [CBSE SQP 2021] 

           
Functions of Management

Concept Applied 

B Assertion & Reason
  Directions : In the following questions, a statement 

of Assertion (A) is followed by a statement of 
Reason (R). Mark the correct choice as:
(A)  Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true, 

and Reason (R) is the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

(B)  Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true, 
but Reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

(C) Assertion (A) is true, but Reason (R) is false.
(D) Assertion (A) is false, but Reason (R) is true.

Q. 1.  Assertion (A): Middle Management is the link 
between top and lower level managers.

 Reason (R): Middle management is subordinate 
to top managers and superior to the first line 
managers.   U 

 Q. 2. Assertion (A): Lower level managers spend more 
time in planning and organizing.

  Reason (R): Top Management consists of the senior-
most executives of the organization.  U

 Ans. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: Top level managers spend more 

time in planning and organizing. They are usually 
referred to as the chairman, the chief executive 
officer, chief operating officer, president and vice-
president. They formulate overall organizational 
goals and strategies for their achievement.

 Q. 3. Assertion (A): Planning is the first function 
management.

  Reason (R): Planning implies setting goals in 
advance and developing a way of achieving them 
efficiently and effectively. 

 Q. 4. Assertion (A): Staffing is finding the right people 
for the right job and is an important aspect of 
management.

  Reason (R): Staffing makes sure that right people 
with the right qualifications are available at the 
right places and times to accomplish the goals of the 
organization.

 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Staffing is also known as the human 

resource function and it involves activities such as 
recruitment, selection, placement and training of 
personnel.

 Q. 5. Assertion (A): The middle level management 
includes Board of Directors and the Chief Executive.

  Reason (R): The top-level level determines the 
objectives of the business as a whole and lays down 
the policies to achieve these objectives.

 Ans. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: Top Management consists of the 

senior-most executives of the organization by 
whatever name they are called. They are usually 
referred to as the chairman, the chief executive 
officer, chief operating officer, president and vice-
president. Top management is a team consisting 
of managers from different functional levels, 
heading finance, marketing, etc. They formulate 
overall organizational goals and strategies for their 
achievement.
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SUBJECTIVE  TYPE  QUESTIONS 

Short Answer Type
Questions-I  (2 & 3 marks each)

 Q. 1. List any two functions of top level management.
   R
Ans.   The two functions of top level management are:
 (i) Laying down the overall objectives and 

framing policies of the enterprise.
 (ii) Coordinating the activities of different 

departments and assembling all resources.    2

           
Functions of top leavel Management

Concept Applied 

 Q. 2. Identify the level of management whose basic task 
is to integrate diverse elements and coordinate 
the activities of different departments according 
to the overall objectives of the organization. State 
any two functions of the level of management 

identified. R [CBSE SQP 2021]

 Ans. Top-level management
  Functions of top-level management :
 (i) The top-level managers are responsible for the 

welfare and survival of the organization.
 (ii) They analyse the business environment and its 

implications for the survival of the firm.

 (iii) They formulate overall organizational goals and 
strategies for their achievement.

 (iv) They are responsible for all the activities of the 
business and for its impact on society.

 (Any two) [1 + 2 = 3] 
[CBSE SQP Marking Scheme, 2021]

 Q. 3. Explain the three levels of management ?  U
  Q. 4. Explain the Controlling function of management.      

    

Short Answer Type
Questions-II  (4 marks each)

 Q. 1. Chandrika Bhattacharya is working in Olax Ltd., 
a company manufacturing room heaters. She is 
responsible for all the activities of the business 
and for its impact on the society. Her job demands 
long hours and commitment to the organization.  

  (i) Identify the level at which Chandrika 
Bhattacharya is working.

  (ii) State three more functions required to be 
performed by Chandrika Bhattacharya at this 
level.  A  [Foreign Set I, II, III, 2017]

 Ans. (i) Top level
 (ii) Functions of the Top level of management : 
  (a) To coordinate the activities of different 

departments.
  (b) To be responsible for welfare and survival of the 

organization.

  (c) To formulate overall organizational goals and 
strategies.

  (d) To be responsible for all the activities of the                                                   
business and for its impact on the society. 

   (Any three) 1 + 3 = 4
 Q. 2. Rishitosh Mukerjee has recently joined AMV 

Ltd., a company manufacturing refrigerators. 
He found that his department was under-staffed 
and other departments were not cooperating 
with his department for smooth functioning of 
the organization. Therefore, he ensured that his 
department has the required number of employees 
and its cooperation with other departments is 
improved.  

  (i) Identify the level at which Rishitosh Mukerjee 
was working.

  (ii) Also, state three more functions required to be 
performed by Rishitosh Mukerjee at this level.

   A  [Outside Delhi Set I, II, III 2017]

 Ans. (i) Middle level
 (ii) Functions required to be performed by Rishitosh 

Mukerjee:
 (a) To interpret the policies framed by the top 

management.
 (b) To ensure that their department has the necessary 

personnel.

 (c) To assign necessary duties and responsibilities to 
the employees of their respective departments for 
implementation of the plan.

 (d) To motivate employees of their respective 
departments to achieve the desired objectives.

 (e) To co-operate with other departments for smooth 
functioning of the organization. (Any three)

 (or any other correct function)  1 + 3 = 4
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2017]

OR

Topper's Answer, 2017
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 Q. 3. Ashutosh Goenka was working in ‘Axe Ltd.’ a 

company manufacturing air purifiers. He found that 
the profits had started declining from the last six 
months. Profit has an implication for the survival of 
the firm, so he analysed the business environment 
to find out the reasons for this decline.

  (i) Identify the level of management at which 
Ashutosh Goenka was working. 

  (ii) State three other functions being performed by 
Ashutosh Goenka.                  [Delhi Set I 2017] 

  Ans.  (i)  Top Level                                                              1
  (ii) Functions of the top level of management : 
  (a) To coordinate the activities of different 

departments. 
  (b) To be responsible for welfare and survival of 

the organization. 
  (c) To formulate overall organizational goals and 

strategies for their achievement. 
  (d) To be responsible for all the activities of the 

business and for its impact on the society.
                                                 (Any three) 1×3=3
                 [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2017] 1+3=4

Long Answer Type
Questions-I  (5 marks each)

 Q. 1. Gayatri is working in a private sector bank. One 
of her key function relates to the formulation of 
the overall organizational goals and strategies 
of the bank. Identify and explain the level of 
management at which she is working? Also, state 
the other functions that she has to perform at this 
level.    U

Ans.   Gayatri is working at the top level of management 
in the private sector bank. Top management consists 
of the senior-most executives of the organization. 
They are usually referred to as the chairman, the 
chief executive officer, chief operating officer, 
president and vice-president. Top management 
is a team consisting of managers from different 
functional levels, heading finance, marketing, etc. 
For example, chief finance officer, vice president 
(marketing), etc.         1

  Functions of the top-level management:
  (i) Their basic task is to integrate diverse elements 

and coordinate the activities of different 
departments according to the overall objectives 
of the organization. 

  (ii) These top-level managers are responsible for 
the welfare and survival of the organization. 

  (iii) They analyse the business environment and its 
implications for the survival of the firm. 

  (iv) They formulate overall organizational goals 
and strategies for their achievement. They are 
responsible for all the activities of the business 
and for its impact on society. 

  (v) The job of the top manager is complex 
and stressful, demanding long hours and 
commitment to the organization.     

                               (Any four) 1×4=4

 Q. 2. Anubhuti has been promoted to the post of Marketing 
Division Head of a soft drink company. Identify and 
explain the level of management at which she will 
be working henceforth. State other functions that she 
will have to perform at this level. A

Ans.   Henceforth, Anubhuti will be working at middle 
level of management. Middle Management is the 
link between top and lower level managers. They are 
subordinate to top managers and superior to the first 
line managers. They are usually known as division 
heads, for example production manager.     1

  Functions of middle management :
       (i) Middle management is responsible for 

implementing and controlling plans and 
strategies developed by top management. 

  (ii) They are responsible for all the activities of first 
line managers. 

  (iii) Their main task is to carry out the plans 
formulated by the top managers. For this they 
need to: (a) interpret the policies framed by top 
management, (b) ensure that their department 
has the necessary personnel, (c) assign 
necessary duties and responsibilities to them, 
(d) motivate them to achieve desired objectives, 
and (e) cooperate with other departments for 
smooth functioning of the organization. 

  (iv) They have to ensure that their department has 
the necessary staff.

  (v) They have to assign duties and responsibilities 
to the people in their department.

  (vi) They have to motivate the people in their 
department to achieve the desired objectives.

      (vii) They have to co-operate with other 
departments for ensuring smooth functioning 
of the organization.                 (Any four) 1x4=4

Long Answer Type
Questions-II  (8 marks each)

 Q. 1. Give the meaning of middle-level management. 
State any five functions performed by the manager 
who is working at the middle level of management.

R
 Ans.  Middle Management is the link between top and 

lower level managers. They are subordinate to top 
managers and superior to the first line managers.

  They are usually known as division heads, e.g., 
production manager.

  Following are the functions performed by a middle 
level manager :

 (i) Interpreting policies : At this level, policies framed 
by top-level managers are interpreted. Like the 
marketing manager introduces his salesman to the  
sales policy of the company.

 (ii) Ensures the availability of personnel in 
departments : Manager working under middle level 
management has to ensure that this department 
has the necessary personnel to perform the task.

   (iii) Assigns duties and responsibilities : Superior 
manager assigns the duties and responsibilities to 
various workers working under him/her.
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   (iv) Motivating Employees : Middle-level managers 

motivate their employees by various means so that 
they work most efficiently to achieve organizational 
objectives.

   (v) Creating Cooperation : Cooperation among 
different divisions is required to successfully 
achieve company’s objectives and this is done by 
middle-level managers. 1 + 1 × 5 = 6

 Q. 2. Distinguish between top-level, middle-level, and lower-level of Management. U
 Ans. Difference between top-level, middle-level, and lower-or supervisory-level of management :

S. No. Basis Top-Level Middle-Level Lower-Level 

(i) Time range It covers a long span of 
period.

It covers a moderate range 
of period.

It is concerned with 
short period. 

(ii) Skills It requires creative 
skills.

It needs persuasive skills. It is concerned with 
operative skills. 

(iii) Evaluation It is difficult to evaluate 
their achievement.

It is less difficult to evaluate 
their performance.

It is easy to evaluate 
their performance. 

(iv) Number of Persons It involves few persons. It involves moderate 
number of persons.

It is concerned with 
large number of 
persons. 

(v) Policy Formulation It is concerned with the 
formulation of policies 
to a great extent.

It is moderately concerned 
with policy formulation.

It is least concerned 
with policy formation. 

(vi) Nature It is determinative. It is more administrative 
than determinative.

It is more executory 
and managerial than 
administrative.

 1 × 6 = 6

Topic-4
Coordination
Concepts Covered     Concept of Coordination   Importance of Coordination   

 Coordination as the Essence of Management.

Revision Notes

  Meaning: Coordination is a process by which a 
manager synchronises the activities of different 
departments to achieve the common organizational 
goals. It is the force that binds all the other functions 
of management.

 Nature/Features of Coordination:
 (i) All pervasive
 (ii) Integrates group efforts
 (iii) Continuous process
 (iv) Ensures unity of action
 (v) Responsibility of all managers
 (vi) Deliberate function

 Importance of Coordination
 (i) Functional differentiation: 

Ensures unity of action among 
different departments which have independent 
functioning by linking their activities.

 (ii) Growth in size: Integrates individual goals with 
organizational goals to achieve organizational 
efficiency as organizations grow in size.

 (iii) Specialisation: Integrates efforts of various 
specialists in the organization which avoids conflict.

  Coordination is the essence of Management
 (i) Needed in all management functions:

 (a) Planning: Coordination between 
organizational plan and departmental plan.

 (b) Organising: Required between authority, 
responsibility and accountability.

 (c) Staffing: To achieve balance between job 
requirement and qualities of personnel.

 (d) Directing: Required between supervision, 
motivation and leadership.

 (e) Controlling: Ensure actual result conform 
to expected results.

 (ii) Needed at all levels of management:
 (a) Top level: Coordination to integrate     

activities of the organization for 
accomplishing the organizational goals.

 (b) Middle level: Coordination of the efforts of 
different sections and sub-sections.

 (c) Lower level: Coordination of the activities 
of workers to ensure the progress of work.

Scan to know 
more about

Importance and 
Characteristics 

of Coordination
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 Key Words
Specialisation: Particular area in which a 
person concentrates and gains expertise. 

Functional differentiation: Division of 
work and sub-division of the organization 
on the basis of work or functions, i.e., 
departmentalization. 

        

 Mnemonics

(i) Concept : Features of Coordination :
 Interpretations : Draw UR PIC
 D : Deliberate
 U : Unity of action
 R : Manager’s responsibility
 P : Pervasive
 I : Integrates efforts
 C : Continuous
(ii) Concept : Importance of Coordination :
 Interpretations : Grab Some Food 
 G : Growth in size
 S : Specialization
 F : Functional differentiation

OBJECTIVE  TYPE  QUESTIONS 

A Multiple Choice Questions

 Q. 1. “A manager in a conscious manner has to ensure 
that even where members of a department 
willingly cooperate, coordination gives direction 
to the willing spirit.”

  The characteristic of coordination being 
highlighted above is :

  (A) Coordination is the responsibility of all 
managers.

  (B) Coordination is a deliberate function.
  (C) Coordination integrates group efforts.
  (D) Coordination is a continuous process

 U [CBSE SQP Term I 2022-23] 
 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: A manager has to coordinate the efforts 

of different people in a conscious and deliberate 
manner. Even where members of a department 
willingly cooperate and work, coordination gives a 
direction to that willing spirit. Cooperation in the 
absence of coordination may lead to waste effort 
and coordination without cooperation may lead to 
dissatisfaction among employees.

 Q. 2. The production department at Karishmaa Ltd., 
a firm manufacturing readymade garments for 
men has an objective to increase production by 
10% but the Sales department does not approve 
of the increase in production, till changes are 
brought about in the product to incorporate latest 
fashion. These kinds of conflicts bring to light the 
following importance of the force that can help 
to accomplish the linking of activities of various 
departments :

  (A) Growth in size
  (B) Functional differentiation.
  (C) Specialization

  (D) Efficiency            A [CBSE SQP Term I 2022-23] 

 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Functions of an organization are 

divided into departments, divisions and sections. In 
an organization there may be separate departments 
of finance, production, marketing or human 
resources. All these departments may have their 
own objectives, policies and their own style of 
working.

 Q. 3. Coordination is needed at : 
  (A) Lower level of management
  (B) Middle level of management
  (C) Top level of management

  (D) All of the above      R
 Q. 4. Which level of manager is responsible for 

coordination ? 
  (A) Lower (B) Middle
  (C) Upper (D) All levels  U
 Ans. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: Coordination is needed at all three, 

i.e., top, middle, and lower managerial levels. 
Different activities performed at all levels are 
equally important. Thus, it is the responsibility of 
all the managers that they make efforts to establish 
coordination.

 Q. 5. Zamara Garments Ltd., found that there was 
decline in sales even in the festive season. After 
analyzing, it was found that purchase and sales 
departments were not synchronizing so that 
supply of goods could take place according to 
purchase orders.

  .......... aspect of management is lacking above. 
  (A) Planning (B) Organising
  (C) Controlling (D) Coordination A
 Ans. Option (D) is correct.
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 These questions are for practice and their solutions are available at the end of the chapter

           
Concepts & Coordination

Concept Applied 

  Explanation: Coordination involves synchroni- 
sation of the different actions or efforts of the 
various units of an organization.

 Q. 6. Making timetable in an educational institute is an 
example of .............. . 

  (A) Organising (B) Coordination 
  (C) Controlling (D) None of these A
 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Planning is the elementary stage of 

achieving co-ordination. When various functions 
are properly planned and various policies are 
integrated then co-ordination will be easily 
achieved.

 Q. 7. ‘Even where members of a department willingly 
cooperate and work, a manager has to coordinate 
the efforts of different people in a conscious 
manner.’ Identify the characteristic of coordination 
discussed above. 

  (A) Coordination ensures unity of action.
  (B) Coordination is a deliberate function.
  (C) Coordination is a continuous process.
  (D) Coordination is an all-pervasive function. A

 [CBSE SQP 2021] 
 Ans. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: A manager has to coordinate the efforts 

of different people in a conscious and deliberate 
manner. Even where members of a department 
willingly cooperate and work, coordination gives a 
direction to that willing spirit.

 Q. 8. The process by which a manager synchronizes the 
activities of different departments is : 

  (A) Planning (B) Organising
  (C) Controlling (D) Coordination  U
 Ans. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: Coordination is the integration, 

unification, synchronization of the efforts of the 
departments to provide unity of action for pursuing 
common goals.

B Assertion & Reason 
  Directions : In the following questions, a statement 

of Assertion (A) is followed by a statement of 
Reason (R). Mark the correct choice as:
(A)  Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true, 

and Reason (R) is the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

(B)  Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true, 
but Reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 
Assertion (A).

(C) Assertion (A) is true, but Reason (R) is false.
(D) Assertion (A) is false, but Reason (R) is true.

Q. 1.  Assertion (A): Coordination begins at the planning 
stage and continues till controlling.

 Reason (R): Coordination is a one-time process.    U
 Ans. Option (C) is correct.

  Explanation: Coordination is a continuous process. 
It is not a one-time function but a continuous 
process. It begins at the planning stage and 
continues till controlling.

Q. 2.  Assertion (A): Coordination is an all-pervasive 
function.

 Reason (R): Coordination ensures unity of action.

                U
Q. 3.  Assertion (A): Coordination integrates group efforts.

 Reason (R): Coordination unifies unrelated or 
diverse interests into purposeful work activity.    U

 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Coordination gives a common focus to 

group effort to ensure that performance is as it was 
planned and scheduled.

Q. 4.  Assertion (A): Coordination is the essence of 
management.

 Reason (R): Coordination is the force that binds all 
the other functions of management.                    U  

 Ans. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Coordination is the common thread 

that runs through all activities such as purchase, 
production, sales, and finance to ensure continuity 
in the working of the organization. Coordination 
is implicit and inherent in all functions of an 
organization.

Short Answer Type
Questions-I  (2 & 3 marks each)

 Q. 1. Explain why coordination is important in an 
organization.   U

 Ans. Importance of Coordination:
   (i) Growth in size: To integrate individual goals 

with organizational goals.
  (ii) Functional differentiation: To ensure unity of 

action among interdependent departments like 
finance, production, marketing, etc.

  (iii) Specialisation: To eliminate conflict and 
integrate efforts of various specialists in the 
organization.

 Q. 2. Coordination is needed at all levels of manage-
ment, and is the responsibility of all managers. 
Explain. U  [Delhi Set-II 2019]

 Ans. Coordination is needed at all levels of 
management :

 (i) Coordination is required at all levels of 
management due to the interdependent nature 
of activities of various departments.

 (ii) It integrates the efforts of different departments 
and different levels.     

  Coordination is the responsibility of all managers :
 (i) Coordination is the function of every manager in 

the organization.
 (ii) Top level managers need to coordinate with their 

subordinates to ensure that the overall policies 
for the organization are duly carried out.
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 (iii) Middle-level management coordinates with both 
the top level and first line managers.

 (iv) Operational-level management coordinates 
the activities of its workers to ensure that work 
proceeds according to plans. 1½ + 1½ =3

 [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2019]
 Q. 3. ‘Coordination is the essence of management.’ 

Explain. U  [Delhi Set-III 2019]

 Ans. Coordination is not a separate function of 
management. It is the force that binds all other func- 
tions and thus called the essence of management.

 (i) The process of coordinating the activities begins at 
the planning stage in which the top management 
plans for the entire organization.

 (ii) At the organising stage, the organizational 
structure is developed as per plans.

 (iii) The staffing function is performed thereafter as 
per the structure developed in the organization.

 (iv) Directing is then required to ensure that these 
plans are executed accordingly.

 (v) Controlling function ensures that the 
discrepancies between actual and planned

  activities are taken care of. Coordination, 
therefore, synchronises the efforts through all 
functions of management and ensures that the 
organizational objectives are achieved with a 
minimum of conflict.

 (Any three) [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2019]
  1 × 3 = 3

Short Answer Type
Questions-II  (4 marks each)

 Q. 1. ‘‘Coordination is synchronisation of group efforts 
to achieve organizational objectives.’’ In the light 
of this statement, highlight any four features of 
Coordination. AE

 Ans. Refer to Q. No. 1 of Long Answer Type Questions-II 
of this Topic. 4

 Q. 2. Explain how coordination ‘integrates group 
efforts’ and ‘ensures unity of actions’ ? U

 Ans. (i) Integrates group effort: Coordination is not 
required when the entire job is performed by an 
individual. Coordination is instead needed when 
many individuals are working together, have 
different backgrounds and methods of working. 
Coordination unifies their diverse activities and 
gives a common focus to the group efforts to 
ensure that performance is as it was planned and 
scheduled.

 (ii) Ensures unity of actions: The purpose of 
coordination is to secure unity of action in the 
realisation of a common purpose. It acts as the 
binding force between departments and ensures 
that all action is aimed at achieving the goals of 
the organization. Thus, all departmental goals 

of purchase, sales, finance departments, etc. are 
streamlined to focus towards the achievement of 
the  common organizational objective. 2 + 2 = 4

Long Answer Type
Questions-I  (5 marks each)

  Q. 1. Explain any five characteristics of ‘Coordination’.

       R  [Outside Delhi Set I 2019]
 Q. 2.  CareTech is a company which deals with 

providing car service at home and on road. There 
are different departments in this company like 
Human Resources, Marketing, Finance, Research 
and Development and Operations. The top 
management of the company tries its level best to 
synchronize the activities of different departments 
in the best possible manner. The result is the 
increased efficiency and attainment of goals. 
However, with the passing of time the size of 
the company has grown and now there are many 
branches of this company. The synchronization 
has turned more important with the increase in the 
size of the company and the number of employees. 
The Departmental Heads of the company are 
specialists in their respective areas and the top 
management tries to work with them not with 
authority but by respecting their views on the 
subject. Their ego clashes are avoided to ensure 
smooth functioning of the organization.

  Identify the concept of management highlighted 
above. Also give the benefits highlighted in the 
above paragraph of this concept.      A

Long Answer Type
Questions-II  (6 marks each)

  Q.1. Describe any four characteristics of ‘Coordination’. 

         R  [Outside Delhi Set I, II, III 2016]
 Q. 2. Interdependence between departments and 

individuals and harmonization of individual goals 
with organizational goals makes coordination 
necessary. In the light of this statement, discuss 

why coordination is important.  AE

 Ans. Coordination is important as it integrates the efforts 
of individuals, departments and specialists and 
harmonizes their goals. Its importance is as follows:

 (i) Growth in size : As organizations grow in size, the 
number of people employed by the organization 
also increases. Thus, it becomes difficult to integrate 
their efforts and activities. All individuals differ in 
their habits of work, background, approaches to 
situations and relationships with others. It becomes 
necessary to ensure that all individuals work towards 
achieving the common goals of the organization. 
But employees may have their own individual 
goals also. Therefore, for organizational efficiency, 
it is important to harmonize individual goals and 
organizational goals through coordination.

 (ii) Functional differentiation : Functions of an 
organization are divided into departments, 
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divisions and sections. In an organization 
there may be separate departments of finance, 
production, marketing or human resources. All 
these departments may have their own objectives, 
policies and their own style of working. For 
example, the marketing department’s objective 
may be to increase sales by 10 percent by offering 
discounts. Coordination ensures unity of action 
among these different departments.

 (iii) Specialisation : Complexity of modern business 

requires various functions to be performed by 
specialists. Specialisation, in turn, brings out 
the need for greater coordination because of 
the diversity of activities of different specialists 
otherwise it often leads to a conflict among them 
because they do not take advice or suggestions 
from others in matters pertaining to their area of 
specialisation. Thus, coordination is required to 
reconcile the differences in approach, interest or 
opinion of the specialists. 2 + 2 + 2 = 6

COMPETENCY BASED QUESTIONS 

Case based MCQs
 I. Read the below case and answer the questions that 

follow: 

  Sana is the branch manager of ABC Handicrafts 
Pvt. Ltd. The company’s objective is to promote 
the sales of Indian handloom and handicraft 
products. It sells fabrics, furnishings, ready-mades 
and household items made out of traditional 
Indian fabrics. Sana decides quantities, varieties, 
colours and textures of all the above items and then 
allocates resources for their purchase from different 
suppliers. She appointed a team of designers and 
crafts people in the company, who developed 
some prints for bed covers in bright colour on silk. 
Although the products looked very attractive and 
impressive, they were relatively expensive on the 
front of affordability for an average customer. Sana 
suggested that they should keep the silk bed covers 
for special festive occasions and offer the cotton 
bed covers on a regular basis to keep costs under 
control. [CBSE QB 2021] 

 Q. 1.  “She appointed a team of designers and crafts 
people in the company, who developed some 
prints for bed covers in bright colour on silk.” 
Which function of management is highlighted in 
this context ?
(A) Controlling (B) Staffing
(C) Planning (D) Directing

Ans. Option (B) is correct. 
  Explanation: Staffing is a very important aspect 

of management so as to make sure that the right 
people with the right qualifications are available at 
the right places and times to accomplish the goals of 
the organization.

 Q. 2.  In the above case “company’s objective is to 
promote the sales of Indian handloom and 
handicraft products.” The above line focuses on 
which feature of management?
(A) Management is an intangible force.
(B) Management is a goal oriented process.
(C) Management is pervasive in nature.
(D) Management is a continuous process.

Ans. Option (B) is correct. 
  Explanation: An organization has a set of basic 

goals which are the basic reason for its existence. 
Management unites the efforts of different 

individuals in the organization towards achieving 
these goals. 

 Q. 3.  With reference to the above case, at which level of 
management Sana is working?
(A) Lower level (B) Top level
(C) Middle level (D) Shop floor

Ans. Option (C) is correct. 
  Explanation: Middle Management is the link 

between top and lower level managers. They are 
subordinate to top managers and superior to the 
first line managers. They are usually known as 
division heads.

 Q. 4.  “Sana suggested that they should keep the silk bed 
covers for special festive occasions and offer the 
cotton bed covers on a regular basis to keep costs 
under control.” Which function of management is 
highlighted in this context?
(A) Controlling  (B) Staffing
(C) Organising (D) Planning

Ans. Option (A) is correct. 
  Explanation: Controlling is the management 

function of monitoring organizational performance 
towards the attainment of organizational goals. The 
task of controlling involves establishing standards 
of performance, measuring current performance, 
comparing this with established standards and 
taking corrective action where any deviation is 
found.

 II. Read the below case and answer the questions that 
follow: 

  Best Textiles Ltd. is a big company. Managing many 
employees at the same moment is a challenge 
which this company always faces. Since the 
company has many departments it is necessary 
for the company to ensure unity of action among 
various departments. The various departments are 
human resources, marketing, finance, operations 
and sales. The top-level managers coordinate 
with all middle-level managers. The middle-level 
managers coordinate simultaneously with top 
as well as lower-level managers. The lower-level 
managers coordinate with middle-level managers 
and the workers. The employees are always 
concerned about the company and are a useful 
resource to their organization. Though they have 
diverse interests and have to perform different 
activities, the management ensures that the efforts 
of the employees should be given a focus so as to 
achieve the organizational goals.
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  The different departments have their own interests 

but due to proper coordination, conflict of interest 
between departments is minimized to zero. When 
it comes to the employees, the organization shows 
its concern. The career of employees is shown 
a developmental path through proper training 
modules and job enrichment. Sanjeev is a manager 
who takes care of all the duties and responsibilities to 
be assigned to his employees in the department. He 
uses all sources to develop a proper communication 
with them and leaves no attempt to motivate them. 
This year the company has decided to give the best 
manager award to Sanjeev for his contribution to 
the organization. 

 Q. 1.  Which characteristic of coordination has been 
highlighted in the above case?
(A) Unity of action
(B) Responsibility of all managers
(C) Integration of group efforts 
(D) All of the above

Ans. Option (D) is correct. 
 Q. 2.  Which importance of management has been 

highlighted above?
(A) Functional differentiation
(B) Growth in size
(C) Specialisation

(D) All of the above
Ans. Option (A) is correct. 
  Explanation: Functions of an organization are 

divided into departments, divisions and sections. In 
an organization there may be separate departments 
of finance, production, marketing or human 
resources. The activity of each department needs to 
be focused on attainment of common organizational 
goals.

  The process of linking the activities of various 
departments is accomplished by coordination.

 Q. 3.  Which type of objective is fulfilled here?
(A) Personal (B) Social
(C) Organizational (D) None of the above

Ans. Option (A) is correct. 
  Explanation: Organizations are made up of people 

who have different personalities, backgrounds, 
experiences and objectives. 

  Management has to reconcile personal goals with 
organizational objectives for harmony in the 
organization.

 Q. 4.  At which level of management does Sanjeev work?
(A) Top (B) Middle
(C) Lower (D) None of the above

Ans. Option (B) is correct. 

Solutions for Practice Questions (Topic-1)

 Multiple Choice Questions 
 Ans 6. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Management as a process means 

to carry out primary functions or activities that 
management performs to get things done using 
limited resources. These functions are planning, 
organising, staffing, directing and controlling.

 Ans 7. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Management is described as the 

process of planning, organising, staffing, directing 
and controlling the efforts of organisational 
members and of using organisational resources to 
achieve specific goals.

Assertion & Reason
 Ans 4. Option (C) is correct.
  Explanation: The aim of a manager is to reduce 

costs and increase productivity through better 
planning, organising, directing, staffing and 

controlling activities of the organisation.
  An organisation has multiple objectives to serve 

the purpose of different groups that constitute it. 
In the process of fulfilling all these, management 
helps in the development of the organisation 
and through that it helps in the development of 
society.

Short Answer Type Questions-I

 Ans 1. Management is a complex activity that has three 
main dimensions. The dimensions are:

 (i) Management of work.
 (ii) Management of people.
 (iii) Management of operations.
 [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2019] 1×3=3

Detailed Answer :
  Refer to Q. 1 (ii) of Long Answer Type Questions-I 

of this Topic.

Solutions for Practice Questions (Topic-2)

 Multiple Choice Questions 
 Ans 3. Option (C) is correct.
  Explanation: Management is both a science as 

well as an art. Like science it has systematic and 
well- organised body of knowledge and like an art 
it requires personal skill, creativity and practice to 
apply such knowledge in the best possible way.

Ans 6. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Management is an art because it 

requires personal skill, creativity and practice 
to apply systematic and well-organised body of 
knowledge in the best possible way.
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Assertion & Reason
 Ans 1. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Management has a systematized 

body of knowledge. Like all other organised 
activities, management has its own theory, 
principles, vocabulary of terms and concepts.

Short Answer Type Questions-I 

Ans 4. Management is an art as well as a science though 
an inexact science.

 (i) Art is the skillful and personal application of 
existing knowledge to achieve desired results.

  Management is an art because like any other 
art, it has existence of theoretical knowledge 
and personalised application based on 
continuous practice.

 (ii) Science is a systematised body of knowledge 
that explains certain general truths. Like 
science, management principles are 
derived through observation and repeated 
experiments. Since management deals 
with human beings, the outcome of these 
experiments cannot be accurately predicted.

  Moreover, they have to be modified according to 
the given situation. Hence, it is an inexact science.

 1½ × 2 = 3

Long Answer Type Questions-I

 Ans 1. Management as a Profession : 
 (i) Well-defined body of knowledge : All 

professions are based on a well-defined 
body of knowledge that can be acquired 
through instruction. In management also, 
there is a systematic body of knowledge 
comprising well-defined principles based 
on a variety of business situations that is 
taught at different institutions. This feature 
of profession is present in management. 

 (ii) Restricted entry : The entry to profession is 
restricted through a prescribed qualification. 
But there is no restriction on anyone being 
appointed as a manager in any business 
enterprise. So, presently this feature of 
profession is not present in management.

 (iii) Professional association : Legal and medical 
professions are affiliated to a professional 
association like bar council and medical 
council which regulates entry, grants

  certificate of practice and formulates and 
enforces a code of conduct. There are several 
associations of practicing managers in 
India, like AIMA that has laid down a code 
of conduct to regulate the activities of it's 
members. There is, however, no compulsion 
for managers to be members of such an 
association. So, presently this feature of 
profession is not present in management. 

 (iv) Ethical code of conduct : Legal and medical 
professions are bound by a code of conduct 
which guides the behaviour of its members. 
AIMA has devised a code of conduct for 
Indian managers but there is no statutory 
backing for this code. So, presently this 
feature of profession is not present in 
management. 

 (v)  Service motive : The basic motive of a 
profession is to serve their client’s interests 
by rendering dedicated and committed 
service. The basic purpose of management 
is to help the organisation achieve its stated 
goals by providing good quality products 
at reasonable prices. So, presently this 
feature of profession is not fully present in 
management.

                       [CBSE Marking Scheme, 
2019] 

                                   (Any four) 1½ × 4 = 
6

Long Answer Type Questions-II
 Ans1.  In the above case, management is being considered 

as an art.
  Art is the skillful and personal application of 

existing knowledge to achieve desired results. The 
evaluation of management as an art is given below:

 (i) Existence of theoretical knowledge: 
Art presupposes the existence of certain 
knowledge. Management fulfills this criterion 
as there exist a number of theories and 
principles on management which have been 
formulated by various management experts.

 (ii) Personalised applications: Art is a 
personalised concept. Management fulfills 
this criterion as a good manager works 
through a combination of his own experience, 
creativity, imagination, initiative and 
innovation to carry out the assigned work.

 (iii) Based on practice and creativity: All art is 
practical. Management fulfills this criterion 
as a person becomes a better manager with 
constant practice and experience. This also 
leads to emergence of different styles of 
management.                                           3+3=6
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Solutions for Practice Questions (Topic-3)

Objective Type Questions 
 Ans 5. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: The top level management includes 

Board of Directors and the Chief Executive. This 
level determines the objectives of the business as 
a whole and lays down policies to achieve these 
objectives.

 Ans 7. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: Controlling is the management 

function of monitoring organisational performance 
towards the attainment of organisational goals.

Assertion & Reason
 Ans 1. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Middle management is responsible 

for implementing and controlling plans and 
strategies developed by top management. At the 
same time, they are responsible for all the activities 
of first line managers.

 Ans 3. Option (A) is correct.
  Explanation: Planning is the function of 

determining in advance what is to be done and 
who is to do it. Planning bridges the gap between 
where we are and where we want to go.

Short Answer Type Questions-I
 Ans 3. Organisational structure possesses three levels of 

management which are as follows :
  (i) Top-level management : It consists of the 

Board of Directors, Chief Executive Officers, 
Chief Operational Officers and many more. 

   This level of management frames policies for 
overall attainment of management objectives. 

  (ii) Middle-level management : It consists of 
departmental heads, section officers, etc. 
This level interprets and explains the policies 
framed by the top-level management. 

   They are involved more in collecting and 
reporting feedbacks to the top level. 

  (iii) Operational-level management : It is the 
lowest level of management. It consists of 
plant superintendents, clerks, supervisors, 
etc. They are concerned with technical and 
routine work on a day-to-day basis. 1 × 3 = 3

 Ans 4. Controlling is the management function of 
monitoring organisational performance towards 
the attainment of organisational goals. The task 
of controlling involves establishing standards of 
performance, measuring current performance, 
comparing this with established standards and 
taking corrective action where any deviation is           
found.                                                                             3

Solutions for Practice Questions (Topic-4)

 Multiple Choice Questions 
 Ans 3. Option (D) is correct.
  Explanation: Coordination is required at all levels 

of management due to the interdependent nature 
of activities of various departments. It integrates 
the efforts of different departments and different 
levels.

Assertion & Reason
 Ans 2. Option (B) is correct.
  Explanation: Coordination is required at all levels 

of management due to the interdependent nature 
of activities of various departments. It integrates 
the efforts of different departments and different 
levels.

Long Answer Type Questions-I
 Ans 1.  Refer to Q. No. 1 of Long Answer Type Question-

II of this topic. 
Ans 2. The concept of management highlighted 

above is that of Coordination. The process by 
which a manager synchronises the activities of 
different departments is known as coordination. 

Coordination is the force that binds all the other 
functions of management. It is the common thread 
that runs through all activities such as purchase, 
production, sales, and finance to ensure continuity 
in the working of the organisation. Coordination 
is sometimes considered a separate function of 
management.

  Importance of coordination:
  (i) Growth in size: As organisations grow in 

size, the number of people employed by the 
organisation also increases. At times, it may 
become difficult to integrate their efforts 
and activities. All individuals differ in their 
habits of work, background, approaches 
to situations and relationships with others. 
It becomes necessary to ensure that all 
individuals work towards the common 
goals of the organisation. But employees 
may have their own individual goals also. 
Therefore, for organisational efficiency, it is 
important to harmonise individual goals and 
organisational goals through coordination.
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  (ii) Functional differentiation: Functions of an 
organisation are divided into departments, 
divisions and sections. In an organisation 
there may be separate departments of 
finance, production, marketing or human 
resources. All these departments may have 
their own objectives, policies and their own 
style of working. However, all departments 
and individuals are interdependent and they 
have to depend on each other for information 
to perform their activities. 

   The activity of each department needs 
to be focused on attainment of common 
organisational goals. The process of linking 
the activities of various departments is 
accomplished by coordination.

  (iii) Specialisation: Modern organisations 
are characterised by a high degree of 
specialisation. Specialisation arises out of 
the complexities of modern technology 
and the diversity of tasks to be performed. 
Organisations, therefore,need to employ 
a number of specialists. Specialists usually 
think that they only are qualified to 
evaluate, judge and decide according to 
their professional criteria. They do not take 
advice or suggestions from others in matters 
pertaining to their area of specialisation. 
This often leads to conflict amongst different 
specialists as well as others in the organisation. 
Therefore, some coordination is required 
by an independent person to reconcile the 
differences in approach, interest or opinion 
of the specialists.                                                     5

Long Answer Type Questions-II

Ans 1. Characteristics of Coordination :
   (i) Integrates group efforts
 (ii) Ensures unity of action
 (iii) Continuous process
 (iv) Pervasive function
 (v) Responsibility of all managers
 (vi) Deliberate function. 

(Any four)
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]  1½ × 4 = 6

 Detailed Answer :
  Characteristics of Coordination :
   (i) Coordination integrates group efforts : 

Coordination unifies unrelated or diverse 
interests into purposeful  work activity. It gives 
a common focus to the group efforts to ensure 
that performance is same as it was planned and 
scheduled.

   (ii) Coordination ensures unity of action : The 
purpose of Coordination is to secure unity of 
action in the realisation of a common purpose. 
It acts as the binding force between different 
departments and ensures that all actions are 
aimed at achieving the goals of the organisation.

   (iii) Coordination is a continuous process : 
Coordination is not a one-time function but a 
continuous process. It begins at the planning 
stage and continues till controlling. 

 (iv) Coordination is an all pervasive function : Coor-
dination is required at all levels of management 
due to the interdependent nature of activities of 
various departments. It integrates the efforts of 
different  departments and different levels.

REFLECTIONS 

   1. Were you able to identity the level of management 
concerned with developing cooperation with 
other departments for smooth functioning of 
organisation?

   2. Did you know which objective of management 
is fulfilled by a business manufacturing biscuits 
by using environmental friendly methods of 
production?

   3. Were you able to explain coordination as an essence 
of management?

   4. Could you identify and explain the feature of 
profession stated below :

  ‘‘In order to become a lawyer one has to register 
himself as a member of Bar Council of India.’’

   5. Were you able to  identify function of management 
involved in determining in advance what is to be 
done in future?
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SELF ASSESSMENT PAPER - 1 

Maximum Time: 1 hour   MM: 30

General Instructions:
 (i) All the Questions are compulsory
 (ii) Q.1 to Q.9 are MCQ based
 (iii) Q.10 to Q.13 are 1 mark Questions based on a case
 (iv) Q.14 to Q.16 are 2 marks questions
 (v) Q.17 and Q.18 are 3 marks questions
 (vi) Q.19 is a 5 Marks Question

 1. Sunlent Power Ltd. set up a factory for manufacturing solar lanterns in a remote village as there was no reliable 
supply of electricity in rural areas. Company decided to employ people from the nearby villages as very few job 
opportunities were available in that area. The company also decided to open schools and creches for the children 
of its employees. Identify the objectives of management discussed above.
(A) Organizational (B) Social  (C) Personnel (D) All of these [1]

 2. Which is the basic reason for the existence of an organization?
(A) Set of basic goals  (B) Being pervasive
(C) Being multidimensional (D) None of these  [1]

 3. “The task of management is to make people work towards achieving the organization’s goals, by making their 
strengths effective and their weaknesses irrelevant.” The above statement highlights which of the following 
dimension of management:
(A) Management of work (B) Management of people
(C) Management of operations (D) All of these  [1]

 4. Cooperation in the absence of __________may lead to wasted effort.
(A) Planning (B)   Coordination (C) Controlling          (D)  Staffing            [1]

  Read the following statements - Assertion (A) and Reason (R) in the Questions 5 and 6 and choose the answer 
from the given alternatives choose the correct one:

  Alternatives:
(A) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true and Reason (R) is the correct explanation of Assertion (A).
(B) Both Assertion (A) and Reason (R) are true and Reason (R) is not the correct explanation of Assertion (A).
(C) Assertion (A) is true but Reason (R) is false.
(D) Assertion (A) is false but Reason (R) is true.

 5. Assertion (A): Proper organizational techniques help in the accomplishment of work and promote both the 
efficiency of operations and the effectiveness of results.

  Reason (R): Organising involves the grouping of the required tasks into manageable departments.              [1]
 6. Assertion (A): The structure in a formal organization can be functional or divisional.
  Reason (R): Efforts of various departments are coordinated, interlinked and integrated through the formal 

organization.     [1]
 7. Assertion (A): Middle management ensures that their department has the necessary personnel.
  Reason (R): Middle level managers analyse the business environment.                [1]
 8. For the following two statements choose the correct option: 
  Statement I :  An organization has a set of basic goals. 
  Statement II : Different organizations have different goals.
  Choose the correct option from the options given below: 

(A)  Statement I is correct and II is wrong.  (B)  Statement II is correct and I is wrong. 
(C) Both the statements are correct.  (D) Both the statements are incorrect.           [1]

 9.  For the following two statements choose the correct option: 
  Statement I: The process of coordinating the activities of an organization begins at the planning stage.
  Statement II: Any discrepancies between actual and realised activities are then taken care of at the stage of 

controlling.
  Choose the correct option from the options given below:                    [1]

(A)  Statement I is correct and II is wrong.  (B)  Statement II is correct and I is wrong. 
(C)  Both the statements are correct.  (D)  Both the statements are incorrect.

CASE BASED MCQs- I                                                                                 1 Mark Each
  Akshat is working as a vice president in the company that manufactures water heaters. He is the senior-most 

executive of the organization. He motivates and leads his team in such a manner that individual members are 
able to achieve personal goals while contributing to the overall organizational objective. The company has a set 
of basic goals and objectives and to achieve these organizational goals and objectives, he has to unites the efforts 
of different individuals in the organization. He also ensures that the goals should be achieved with minimum 
resources i.e., as efficiently as possible thus, maintaining a balance between effectiveness and efficiency.
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  While looking into the day to day affairs of the company he has to perform a series of continuous, composite, but 

separate functions. He decides the targets and future course of action for various departments well in advance. 
He assigns duties, group tasks, establishes authority and allocate resources required to carry out a specific plan. 
He makes sure that the right people with the right qualifications are available at the right places and times to 
accomplish the goals of the organization. He directs his employees through praises and criticisms in such a 
way that it brings out the best in the employee. Moreover, he monitors the organizational performance towards 
the attainment of organizational goals to ensure that they are in accordance with the standards set and takes 
corrective actions whenever needed. 

 10. Why it's important for Akshat to maintain a balance between effectiveness and efficiency?
(A) To ensure that tasks are completed and goals are achieved with the least amount of resources.
(B) To ensure that tasks are completed and goals are achieved at a minimum cost
(C) Both (a) and (b)  (D) None of these  [1]

 11. Which of the following importance of management is highlighted in the below mentioned lines:
  “He motivates and leads his team in such a manner that individual members are able to achieve personal goals 

while contributing to the overall organizational objective”.
(A) Management helps in achieving group goals
(B) Management increases efficiency
(C) Management creates a dynamic organization
(D) Management helps in achieving personal objectives [1]

 12. Which of the following function of management is highlighted in the below mentioned lines:
  “He directs his employees through praises and criticisms in such a way that it brings out the best in the employee”.

(A) Directing   (B) Controlling
(C) Staffing   (D) Planning  [1]

 13. Which of the following function of management is highlighted in the below mentioned lines:
  “He assigns duties, group tasks, establishes authority and allocate resources required to carry out a specific plan.”

(A) Staffing   (B) Organizing
(C) Controlling   (D) Planning [1]
                                               OR

  Which of the following function of management is highlighted in the below mentioned lines:
  “He monitors the organizational performance towards the attainment of organizational goals to ensure that they 

are in accordance with the standards set and takes corrective actions whenever needed”.
(A) Controlling   (B) Planning
(C) Both A and B   (D) None of these

Short Answer Type Questions – I    2 & 3 Marks
 14. Management is skillful and personal application of existing knowledge to achieve desired results. Explain.
 15. ‘Management seeks to achieve certain objectives which must be derived from basic purpose of the businesses”. 

In the light of the above statement, explain organizational objectives of management.
 16. Rahul has retired from an organization in which he was responsible for implementing the plans developed by 

the top management. At which level of management was he working? State one more function performed at this 
level.

Short Answer Type Questions – II                                                                 3 Marks
 17. Coordination is needed at all levels of management and is the responsibility of all managers. Explain how?     [3]
 18. What is meant by management as a science? Explain with the help of any three features.
Long Answer Type Questions                                                                          5 Marks
 19. John and Vipul are good friends. After completing their MBA, both of them take up a job at managerial level in 

different organizations as per their individual areas of interest considering the fact that the activities involved 
in managing an enterprise are common to all organizations. John takes up a marketing job in a retail company 
and strives to increase sales whereas Vipul joins a garment factory as a plant supervisor in Mumbai. His goal is 
to produce 2000 garments a day. Both of them have to perform a series of continuous, composite, but separate 
functions. On some days, John may spend more time in planning a future display layout and on another day, 
he may spend time in sorting out an employee’s problem. Both John and Vipul make conscious efforts to build 
a feeling of team spirit and coordination among diverse individuals with different needs who work under them. 
The effect of their management is noticeable in their respective departments as the targets are met according to 
plans, employees are happy and satisfied, and there is orderliness in its functioning rather than chaos.

  In context of the above case, identify the various features of management highlighted in the above paragraph by 
quoting lines from it.   

https://qr.page/g/3GwWO9qCt3S
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